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Abstract
We consider quotients of finitely generated Coxeter groups under the weak order. Björner and
Wachs proved that every such quotient is a meet semi-lattice, and in the finite case is a lattice [Björner
and Wachs, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 308 (1988) 1–37]. Our result is that the quotient of an affine
Weyl group by the corresponding finite Weyl group is a lattice, and that up to isomorphism, these are
the only quotients of infinite Coxeter groups that are lattices. In this paper, we restrict our attention
to the non-affine case; the affine case appears in [Waugh, Order 16 (1999) 77–87]. We reduce to the
hyperbolic case by an argument using induced subgraphs of Coxeter graphs. Within each quotient,
we produce a set of elements with no common upper bound, generated by a Maple program. The
number of cases is reduced because the sets satisfy the following conjecture: if a set of elements does
not have an upper bound in a particular Coxeter group, then it does not have an upper bound in any
Coxeter group whose graph can be obtained from the graph of the original group by increasing edge
weights.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let (W,S) be a finitely generated Coxeter system, that is, let W be a group generated by
a finite set S subject to relations specifying that each generator has order two and possibly
specifying the orders of the products of some or all pairs of distinct generators. We say W
is a Coxeter group. For w ∈W , if w = s1 · · · sk with si ∈ S for all i , and k minimal, we
say s1 · · · sk is a reduced expression for w and l(w)= k is the length of w. For x, y ∈W ,
we write x <L y if there is a reduced expression for y which ends in a reduced expression
for x; this partial ordering on W is called the (left) weak order. Similarly, x <R y if there
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is a reduced expression for y which begins with a reduced expression for x; this is known
as the right weak order. The two weak orders are isomorphic under the map w → w−1,
and we will consider only <L.
For J ⊂ S, the subgroup of W generated by J is called a parabolic subgroup and
denoted WJ . Within the corresponding (parabolic) quotient W/WJ , it is well known [2]
that each element of
WJ := {w ∈W : l(ws) > l(w) for all s ∈ J }
is the unique element of minimal length within its coset in W/WJ . We call WJ the set of
minimal coset representatives. When J = S − {s} for some s ∈ S, the quotient W/WJ is
called the maximal quotient of W with respect to s, and we write WJ =W 〈s〉. By popular
abuse of language, we will refer to WJ as a quotient, so by a quotient under the weak order,
we actually mean the corresponding set of minimal coset representatives as an induced
subposet (WJ ,<L) of (W,<L).
We assume the reader is familiar with several definitions concerning partially ordered
sets as developed in [4, Chapter 3].
The quotients which are distributive lattices under the weak order are classified in [5]
within the larger context of the following result:
Theorem 1 (Stembridge). The following are equivalent:
(1) WJ is a lattice under the Bruhat order.
(2) WJ is a distributive lattice under the Bruhat order.
(3) WJ is a distributive lattice under the weak order.
(4) The weak order and Bruhat order coincide on WJ .
The equivalence of the first two conditions and the classification in the finite case also
appears in [3]. The quotients satisfying the above conditions are certain maximal quotients
of finite Weyl groups known as minuscule quotients; the maximal quotients of the infinite
dihedral group I2(∞); and one maximal quotient of H3.
Considering the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1, it is natural to ask when WJ is
a lattice under the weak order. In this paper we will examine only the infinite non-affine
case. In particular, we will show that no quotient of an infinite non-affine Coxeter group is a
lattice. The affine case appears in [7]. The overall answer to the question is that for infinite
indecomposable W,(WJ ,<L) is a lattice if and only if W is affine and WJ is isomorphic
to the corresponding finite Weyl group, and for any W,(WJ ,<L) is a lattice if and only if
WJ∩II is a lattice for all I ⊂ S such that the induced subgraph ΓI is a connected component
of Γ .
2. Reduction to the hyperbolic case
Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system with positive roots Φ+. Let Γ denote the Coxeter graph
of W . For w ∈W , let Φ+(w) be the set of positive roots sent negative by w. We say that
Θ = {α1, . . . , αk} ⊂ Φ+ is a forbidden configuration if the positive linear span of Θ has
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infinite intersection with Φ+. We say {w1, . . . ,wk} ⊂W is a forbidden configuration if
Φ+(w1)∪ · · · ∪Φ+(wk) is a forbidden configuration.
We will use the following well-known result.
Proposition 2 [2]. If w= s1 · · · sk is reduced, then
Φ+(w)= {αk, skαk−1, . . . , sk · · · s2α1},
where αi is the simple root corresponding to the generator si .
Note that as a corollary of this result, we have for all x, y ∈W,x <L y if and only if
Φ+(x)⊂Φ+(y).
Proposition 3. Let J ⊂ S. Let j be a vertex of the induced subgraph ΓJ of Γ with vertex
set J . If F = {w1,w2, . . . ,wk} ⊂W 〈sj 〉J is a forbidden configuration with respect to WJ ,
then F ⊂W 〈sj 〉 is also a forbidden configuration with respect to W and therefore W 〈sj 〉 is
not a lattice.
Proof. Let w ∈W 〈sj 〉J = {x ∈WJ : l(xs) > l(x) for all s ∈ J − {sj }}. Since w ∈WJ , all
reduced expressions for w involve only generators in J [2], and in particular l(ws) > l(w)
for all s ∈ S − J . So we have l(ws) > l(w) for all s ∈ S − {sj }, that is, w ∈ W 〈sj 〉.
Therefore W 〈sj 〉J ⊂ W 〈sj 〉. A reduced expression for wi as an element of WJ is also a
reduced expression for wi as an element of W since the length function on WJ is the
restriction of the length function on W [2], and hence Φ+(wi) does not change when
we consider wi as an element of W . Thus there are still infinitely many positive roots in
the positive linear span of Φ+(w1) ∪ · · · ∪ Φ+(wk), so F is a forbidden configuration
in W 〈sj 〉. ✷
Proposition 4. Suppose i and j are a pair of adjacent vertices of Γ with j ∈ J and i /∈ J .
If F = {w1, . . . ,wk} ⊂WJ 〈sj 〉 is a forbidden configuration with respect to WJ , then W 〈si 〉
contains a forbidden configuration and therefore is not a lattice.
Proof. Fix reduced expressions z1, . . . , zk for w1, . . . ,wk , respectively. Define xr := zrsi ,
1 r  k. Consider the possible endings for reduced expressions for the element x of W
represented by xr . Since wr ∈W 〈sj 〉, all reduced expressions for wr end in sj , and since
wr ∈ WJ , no reduced expression for wr involves si . The only possibility to change the
ending of xr is to apply a relation involving the final si . Now si and sj do not commute
since i is adjacent to j in Γ , and no reduced expression equivalent to x can end in sisj si
since zr does not involve si . Thus the last two letters of xr are rigid, and since the subword
obtained by deleting the last letter is zr and in particular is reduced, our expression xr is
reduced and all reduced expressions for x must end in si . In particular, xr ∈W 〈si 〉. Also
Φ+(xr)= {siα: α ∈Φ+(wr)} ∪ αi , and it follows that the map α→ si(α) is an injection
from the positive linear span of Φ+(w1) ∪ · · · ∪ Φ+(wk) into the positive linear span
of Φ+(x1) ∪ · · · ∪ Φ+(xk). Hence x1, . . . , xk have no common upper bound in W and
therefore W 〈si 〉 is not a lattice. ✷
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Corollary 5. If the (connected) Coxeter graph Γ contains an induced subgraph ΓJ such
that each W 〈si 〉J contains a forbidden configuration, then each W 〈sj 〉 contains a forbidden
configuration, and hence no W 〈sj 〉 is a lattice.
Proof. Define Γ0 = ΓJ . For i  1, define Γi to be the induced subgraph on all vertices in
Γi−1 or adjacent to some vertex in Γi−1. Since Γ is connected, there exists a finite index
k such that Γk = Γ . Let Wi be the Coxeter group corresponding to Γi for each i . Suppose
that within each W 〈s〉i−1 we have a forbidden configuration. Consider W
〈t〉
i . By the definition
of Γi , the vertex labeled by t is either in Γi−1, in which case Proposition 3 applies, or not
in Γi−1 but adjacent to a vertex of Γi−1, in which case Proposition 4 applies. Thus each
W
〈t〉
i contains a forbidden configuration and therefore is not a lattice. Since Γ is connected
and has finitely many vertices, it follows that no W 〈sj 〉 is a lattice. ✷
3. Results on forbidden configurations
Proposition 6 (Stembridge). If α,β ∈ Φ+, and 〈α,β〉  −2, then {α,β} is a forbidden
configuration.
Proof. Let α,β ∈Φ+, 〈α,β〉 = −k, k  2. Define the relative height of a root aα+ bβ in
the positive linear span of α and β to be htα,β(aα + bβ) := a + b. Note that α and β are
linearly independent since they are a pair of distinct positive roots, so the decomposition
aα + bβ is unique, and in particular the height function is well-defined. Let sα and sβ
denote the reflections corresponding to α and β , respectively. Note that sα(β)= β + kα is
in the positive linear span of α and β , and 〈β+kα,β〉 = 2−k2 −2, and htα,β(β+kα)=
1 + k > 1 = htα,β(α). In general, for γ = aα + bβ with 〈γ,β〉 = −c−2, sγ (β) =
β + cγ = caα + (1 + cb)β has relative height 1 + c(a + b) > a + b = htα,β(γ ). So
iterating the map γ → sγ (β), starting from γ = α, produces an infinite sequence of roots
in the positive span of α and β with strictly increasing relative heights. Therefore there are
infinitely many roots in the positive span of α and β . ✷
Proposition 7. An infinite Coxeter group has infinitely many positive roots.
Proof. Since there are only finitely many generators, there are only finitely many words of
any given length, and therefore an infinite Coxeter group must contain words of arbitrarily
long length. Since for w ∈ W, l(w) = |Φ+(w)|, an infinite Coxeter group must have
arbitrarily many positive roots and hence infinitely many positive roots. ✷
Define an n× n matrix M by Mij = 〈αi,αj 〉; we will call M the bilinear form matrix.
For arbitrary Θ = {β1, . . . , βk} ⊂ Φ , the matrix [〈βi,βj 〉] will be known as the bilinear
form matrix of Θ .
Theorem 8 [2, Chapter 2]. W is finite if and only if M is positive definite.
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Proposition 9. Let Θ = {β1, . . . , βk} ⊂ Φ+. Let M ′ be the bilinear form matrix of Θ .
If M ′ii = 2 for all i,M ′ij ∈ {−2 cos(π/m): m ∈ Z+} ∪ {−2} for all j = i , and M ′ is not
positive definite, then Θ is a forbidden configuration.
Proof. The given conditions on M ′ imply that there is a rank n′ = k Coxeter system
(W ′, S′) for which M ′ is the bilinear form matrix. Let T := {w−1sw: s ∈ S, w ∈W } be
the set of reflections of W , and for 1 i  k, let ti be the unique reflection corresponding
to βi [2, Section 5.7]. We define a surjective homomorphism from the group generated by
{ti : 1  i  k} to W ′ by sending ti to s′i ; to verify that this is a homomorphism, we note
that reflections are involutions, and that the reflections will satisfy the remaining relations
because 〈βi,βj 〉 = 〈α′i , α′j 〉. Now for each root β ∈ Φ+W ′ , there is a word w ∈ W ′ such
that β is the image of a simple root of W ′, say the simple root of W corresponding to
s′i , under w, that is, β = wα′i . To β we associate the root in the positive linear span of
Θ which has the same coordinates in terms of the βj as does β in terms of the αj ; to
see that this is indeed a root, we apply a preimage of w to βj and obtain the desired
coordinates. Thus we have a distinct root in the positive linear span of Θ for each positive
root of W ′. By assumption, M ′ is not positive definite, so by Theorem 8 W ′ is infinite and
then by Proposition 7, W ′ has infinitely many positive roots, so therefore Θ is a forbidden
configuration. ✷
4. Hyperbolic Coxeter groups
Recall that the finite Coxeter groups are precisely those for which the bilinear form
matrix M is positive definite, and the affine Weyl groups are precisely those for which
this matrix is positive semidefinite [2]. The classifications of the finite and affine Coxeter
groups are well-known and generally given by their Coxeter graphs [2]. We say that a
matrix is of positive type if it is either positive definite or positive semidefinite; in case
M is of positive type we will also say Γ and W are of positive type. Γ is said to be
hyperbolic if it is not of positive type but all of its proper induced subgraphs are of positive
type; similarly W is hyperbolic if it is not of positive type but all of its proper parabolic
subgroups are of positive type.
Note that our definition of hyperbolic Coxeter group follows Humphreys [2] and does
not include all discrete groups generated by reflections in hyperbolic space but only those
with a simplex as fundamental domain.
In the following, we will show that no hyperbolic Coxeter group has any quotient
for which WJ is a lattice by providing a forbidden configuration within each WJ .
Consequently, for any group not of positive type, we can choose a minimal induced
subgraph not of positive type, which will be hyperbolic by minimality, and then by
Corollary 5 we will have that in our original group every WJ contains a forbidden
configuration. So once we have shown that every WJ with W hyperbolic contains a
forbidden configuration, it will follow that only groups of positive type have quotients
which are lattices.
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5. Description of the Maple program
Here we will describe the Maple program used to find forbidden configurations in WJ
for maximal quotients of hyperbolic Coxeter groups. Our algorithm will make use of the
following well-known fact.
Proposition 10 [2]. Let W be an arbitrary Coxeter group. For w ∈ W,s ∈ ∆, we have
w−1(αs) ∈Φ− if and only if l(sw) < l(w).
Purpose. The purpose of the program is to locate, within a given WJ =W 〈s〉, a set of
words having no common upper bound. In particular, we would like to find such a set
which is in some sense minimal. First, we require that the longest word in our set is as
short as possible; the program will generate a list of all such sets. Second, we will reduce
to a list of such sets having minimal cardinality, and finally we choose the set which comes
first in lexicographic order, where each word is represented by its lexicographically first
reduced expression, and a set U of words is said to come before another set V if all words
in U − V come before the last word of V −U .
Input. We provide the bilinear form matrix M,Mij = 〈αi,αj 〉, to define the Coxeter
group, and an index i,1  i  n, to specify the generator whose maximal quotient we
wish to consider. We will call this generator the distinguished generator.
Output. The final output consists of a list of forbidden configurations. Each forbidden
configuration is given both as a list of reduced expressions and as a list of roots; the roots
are the last roots sent negative by the reduced expressions. If there are more than two roots,
there will also be a matrix whose entries are the values of the bilinear form applied to
pairs of the roots, which will be the bilinear form matrix of an infinite Coxeter system,
demonstrating that there are infinitely many positive roots in the positive linear span of the
roots.
Along the way, the program reports the number of elements of each length in WJ , up
to and including the length of the longest word in the final output.
Algorithm. The algorithm maintains three lists: a list of elements of WJ with each ele-
ment stored as its lexicographically first reduced expression, and the reduced expressions
ordered first by length and then by lexicographic order; a list of roots sent negative by
elements of WJ , with each root stored as its coordinates with respect to the simple roots,
and the roots listed in the order in which a word sending them negative first appears in
the list of words (note that a word cannot send two new roots negative since all shorter
words appear before it in the list so in particular the word obtained from it by removing
the first letter comes first and has already sent negative all but the last of the roots sent
negative by the original word); and a list of maximal cliques of the graph whose vertices
are in one-to-one correspondence with the roots sent negative, and in which two vertices
are adjacent if and only if the value of the bilinear form applied to the corresponding roots
is in {−2 cos(π/m): m ∈ Z+} ∪ (−∞,−2]. Each clique is given by the indices in the root
list of the roots it contains.
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These lists are initialized as the unique element of length one in the quotient (whose
unique reduced expression consists of the distinguished generator), the simple root
corresponding to the distinguished generator, and the singleton clique consisting of the
index 1.
The algorithm considers each length l of words in turn, performing the following series
of steps in order to update the lists of words, roots, and cliques appropriately, and produce
the desired output.
Consider each generator in turn in lexicographic order. We will examine in turn the
expressions resulting from adding the current generator to each reduced expression of
length l − 1 in our existing list of words.
Step 1. Consider the expression formed by adding the current generator to the next reduced
expression of length l − 1 in the list of words. Determine whether or not this expression is
a reduced expression for a word in WJ .
To accomplish this, calculate the image of the simple root corresponding to the
generator we are attempting to add under the inverse of our original shorter word; by
Proposition 10 this will be a negative root if the expression is not reduced and a positive
root if the expression is reduced, and by Proposition 2, this will be a simple root if and
only if the word is not in WJ . In particular, the sum of the coordinates of this root will
be greater than 1 precisely when we have a reduced expression for a word in WJ . So we
abandon this expression and skip to Step 5 if the sum of the coordinates is less than or
equal to 1; otherwise we continue investigating our expression.
Step 2. Determine whether this expression is the lexicographically first expression for the
word it represents.
Consider the set of all reduced expressions for this word. Among them, the lexicograph-
ically first is among those which start with the smallest possible generator, and furthermore
it is obtained by adding that generator to the beginning of the lexicographically first ex-
pression for the word of length one shorter. Because our list of words in WJ of length l−1
contains only the lexicographically first reduced expression for each word, it suffices to
check that our reduced expression starts with the smallest possible generator.
Thus for each generator that comes before the generator under consideration, we must
find out if our word has an expression starting with that generator, or equivalently if the
inverse of our word has an expression ending with that generator. By Proposition 10, we
can check this by calculating the images of the simple roots corresponding to the smaller
generators under the inverse of our word; our expression will be the lexicographically
first reduced expression if and only if all such images are positive. So we abandon this
expression and skip to Step 5 if any such image is negative.
Once we have identified an expression as the lexicographically first reduced expression
for a word in WJ , we add this expression to our list of words in the quotient and proceed.
Step 3. Update the list of roots.
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Calculate the last root sent negative by our reduced expression and determine whether
or not it is a new root; if it is not, we skip to Step 5, but if it is, we add it to our list of roots
and proceed.
Step 4. Update the list of cliques.
Calculate the values of the bilinear form applied to the new root and each of the roots in
our list in turn. If any of these values is less than or equal to −2, then by Proposition 6 we
have found a pair of roots with infinitely many positive roots in their positive linear span,
and we output these two roots and the corresponding words which first sent them negative.
For each clique in the existing list, we produce a new clique consisting of our new
root and all adjacent old roots from the old clique, replacing the old clique with this new
clique in the event that all roots from the old clique are adjacent to the new root and
otherwise keeping the old clique. We check that our new clique has not already been
produced; if it is new, we check to see if its bilinear form matrix is positive definite by
testing the determinant (we index the rows and columns so our new root is last, and thus
need only check the whole determinant since the remaining principal minors are known to
have positive determinant because their corresponding roots have already been verified as
a finite system). If we find that the matrix is not positive definite, we print out the matrix,
and the corresponding roots and their corresponding words.
Step 5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 until we have exhausted the list of words in WJ of length
l − 1.
Step 6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each generator in turn.
Step 7. Output length information and increment length.
When we exhaust the set of generators, we output the old length and the total number of
words of that length; if we have found a forbidden configuration, we terminate the program.
Otherwise we increment l and repeat the whole process.
Remark 11. This process will terminate if WJ contains a forbidden configuration.
We will eliminate all WJ of hyperbolic Coxeter groups as potential lattices. To do
this, we will provide explicit forbidden configurations for all of the W 〈s〉; since any WJ
contains a W 〈s〉, this will establish that no WJ is a lattice. Although in general we will
not prove that each listed set of words is a forbidden configuration, we will provide a
straightforward method for checking this, which we will demonstrate below. In cases where
there is a weighted graph automorphism of the Coxeter graph that exchanges two vertices,
we provide a forbidden configuration for only one of the corresponding quotients because
we can take the images of the words in that forbidden configuration under the extension
of the automorphism to obtain a forbidden configuration for the quotient corresponding
to the other vertex. In other words, we eliminate some quotients by symmetry with other
quotients.
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Remark 12. We will frequently give a single list of forbidden configurations to eliminate a
family of hyperbolic groups. In these cases there will be a unique graph in the family having
minimal edge weights, and we the listed forbidden configurations will be minimal for this
graph and exploit any symmetry within this graph. It turns out that all of these forbidden
configurations are also forbidden configurations in the corresponding quotients of the other
graphs in the family, although not necessarily minimal forbidden configurations. This
observation leads to the following conjecture.
6. The weightgain conjecture
Let W and W ′ be two Coxeter groups of the same finite rank n, say W := 〈s1, . . . , sn:
si
2 = (sisj )m(i,j) = 1,1  i, j  n〉 and W ′ := 〈t1, . . . , tn: ti2 = (ti tj )m′(i,j) = 1, 1 
i, j  n〉. We say W ′ dominates W if m′(i, j)m(i, j) for all 1 i, j  n.
Conjecture 13. Suppose W and W ′ are two Coxeter groups such that W ′ dominates W .
Let x, y ∈W be two elements with no common upper bound under the weak order in W .
Fix arbitrary reduced words x ′ and y ′ for x and y , respectively. Then the elements of W ′
corresponding to x ′ and y ′ have no common upper bound in W ′.
Remark 14 [6]. If x ′ = i1 · · · ik is an arbitrary reduced word for x as an element of W , then
x ′ is also a reduced word in W ′.
Proof. Certainly i1 is reduced in W ′. Suppose i1 · · · ij is reduced in W ′ but i1 · · · ij+1 is
not for some j < k. In this case we must be able to perform a sequence of braid operations
in W ′ on i1 · · · ij to obtain a reduced expression ending in ij+1. Since i1 · · · ij+1 is reduced
in W , we cannot perform these operations in W so at some point in the sequence we must
use an operation not available in W . We perform the same sequence of operations in W
up until we reach this point. We must still have a word which is reduced and equivalent
to the original word in both groups, and we can now apply an operation in W ′ that is not
available in W . However, since W ′ dominates W , the only such operations involve braids
that are not reduced in W , so the word is not reduced in W , a contradiction. ✷
Remark 15 (Glen Whitney, personal communication). Essentially the same proof answers
the following question in the affirmative: Do x ′ and y ′ always represent distinct elements
of W ′?
However, this argument could only be used on an alleged upper bound with word w′ for
the elements of W ′ represented by x ′ and y ′ if an appropriate corresponding w in W could
be specified somehow. In general an element of W ′ may not have any reduced expressions
which remain reduced in W .
If we set aside the possibility of raising an m to ∞, we can reduce the rest of the
problem to the case of raising a single m by 1, say m′(i, j)=m(i, j)+ 1. In this case, it
might be hoped that a reduced word in W ′ which is not reduced in W must be equivalent to
a reduced word in W ′ containing an ij -braid of length m′(i, j), but this is false in general.
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For example, suppose m(1,2)= 3,m(1,3)= 5, and m(2,3)= 2. In this case, 1213121 is
reduced in W ′ and is rigid, that is, has no other equivalent reduced words, so in particular
has no equivalent reduced word containing a 12-braid of length 4. However, in W , 1213121
is equivalent to 2123212, 2122312, and 21312, so 1213121 is not reduced in W .
It has been suggested by several people that the special case when m divides m′ might
be easier to prove.
7. List of forbidden configurations
For a reduced expression x = s1 · · · sk ∈ W , we define the last root sent negative
by s1 · · · sk , denoted ρ(s1 · · · sk), or ρ(x) when the choice of reduced expression is
understood, to be the unique α ∈ Φ+ such that s1 · · · sk(α) ∈ Φ− but s2 · · · sk(α) ∈ Φ+,
which by Proposition 2 is sk · · · s2α1. In our forbidden configurations, we will list reduced
expressions so that the set of last roots sent negative will be a forbidden configuration.
Now we provide a method to check that each set listed really is a forbidden
configuration. In the first family of groups on the list below, we let f = 2 cos(Π/p), g =
2 cos(Π/q), and h = 2 cos(Π/r); since p,q  3 and r  4, we know 1  f,g  2 and√
2  h  2. To verify that {3123,13} is a forbidden configuration in W 〈s3〉 in the first
family of groups on our list below, first verify that each expression is reduced and in the
quotient by checking that its list of roots sent negative contains no repetitions and only
one simple root. For example, the roots sent negative by 13 are α3 and s3α1 = α1 + gα3,
where g = 2 cos(Π/q); since g is nonzero only the first is simple. Next, check that the
matrix of inner products of the last roots sent negative is not positive definite. Here the last
root sent negative by 3213 is s3s2s1α3, so the relevant inner product is 〈s3s2s1α3, s3α1〉 =
〈s2s1α3, α1〉 = 〈α1, f α1 + (g+ f h)α2 + α3〉 = f − gh− fh2  1−
√
2− 2<−2.
Finally, here is the list:
Rank 3 (infinitely many graphs in 3 families)
 

r
p q 
1 2
3
p  3, q  3, r  4
{121,31}
{212,32}
{3123,13}
  
r
1 2 3 r  7
{232132321,3232321}
{23232,12}
{232323,123}
  
q r
1 2 3 q  4, r  5
{32321,121}
{232,212}
{2323,2123}
Rank 4 (32 graphs in 10 families)
   6
1 2 3 4
   5
1 2 3 4
{32132321,2324321}
{232132,32432}
   44
1 2 3 4
   4 4 4
1 2 3 4
{324321,121}
{232,212}
{23243,2123}
{4321234,1213234}
   6
1 2 3 4
{4321,12121,121321}
{21212,32}
{212123,3243}
{2121234,4321234,12121321234}
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   4 5
1 2 3 4
   4 6
1 2 3 4
   5 5
1 2 3 4
   5 6
1 2 3 4
   6 6
1 2 3 4
{434321,121321}
{23432,212}
{4343,123}
{321234,3434}
 
 
1 4
2 3
4
 
 
1 4
2 3
4
4
 
 
1 4
2 3
4
4
 
 
1 4
2 3
4
4 4
 
 
1 4
2 3
4
4
4 4
 
 
1 4
2 3
5
 
 
1 4
2 3
5
4
 
 
1 4
2 3
5
5
 
 
1 4
2 3
6
 
 
1 4
2 3
6
4
 
 
1 4
2 3
6
5
 
 
1 4
2 3
6
6
{141,321}
{412,432,2312}
 



1 2
3
4
 



1 2
3
4
4
 



1 2
3
4
5
 



1 2
3
4
6
{123421,24321}
{2132,42}
{3243,123}
  

4 4
4
2 1 3
  

4 4
44
2 1 3
{131,121}
{12412,1312}
{1314,1214}
  

5
4
2 1 3
  

6
4
2 1 3
{1341,121}
{13412,1212}
{1212413,31213}
 
 
1 4
2 3

{1231,41}
{412,32}
 



 
1 3
2
4
{21,31,41}
Rank 5 (14 graphs in 9 families)
    
51 2 3 4
4 4
{543254321, 123454321}
{32132, 32432, 45432}
{21323, 543}
{43234, 454}
{2132345, 543545}
    
51 2 3 4
5     
51 2 3 4
4 6     
51 2 3 4
5 5
{345435454321, 45432154325435454321,54354354325435454321}
{543545432, 3243545432, 4543215432}
{213243, 4354543, 45432543}
{1234, 454354, 32435454}
{12345, 43543543545, 45432543545}
  



1 2 3
4
5
4
{12321, 324321, 325321, 345321}
{34532, 32132}
{3453, 323}
{3213234, 432534}
  



1 2 3
4
5
5
{2345321, 2121}
{432, 532, 1212}
{2123, 3243, 3253, 3453}
{21321234, 432534}
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  



1 2 3
4
54
  



1 2 3
4
54
4
{325345321, 1235321}
{321432, 3532}
{3243, 353}
{1234, 43534, 32532534}
{534535, 532535}
 
 

3 2
4 5
1
 
 

3 2
4 5
1
4
{3254321, 123521}
{2132, 452}
{21523, 3243}
{254, 1234, 4354}
 
 

	
5 1
4 2
3
4
 
 

	
5 1
4 2
3
4
4
{4321, 151}
{2132, 4512, 5432}
{1543, 3243, 5123}
 
 




1 2
4 3
5
{521, 341}
{2132, 452}
4
  



1 2
3
5
4
{23421, 21521}
{2342, 212}
{24523, 2123}
Rank 6 (12 graphs in 8 families)
   
5 6
 
1 2 3 4
4
   
5 6
 
1 2 3 4
4 4
{4321324321, 5432654321, 21321324321, 23243254321}
{32132, 65432, 232432, 4325432}
{6543, 23243, 54323, 321323}
{43234, 543654, 2324354, 3213234}
{232435465, 5432132345, 12321432345, 32132435465}
{654323456, 3213234321323456, 323432354321323456}
   
5 6
 
1 2 3 4
4
{1234321, 324324354321, 343543654321}
{4321432, 54365432, 432435432}
{123, 343, 6543, 43243, 343543}
{434, 654, 1234, 34354, 432434}
{3435465, 21324345, 343254345}
{6543456, 432143243456, 434543243456}
    

1 2 3 4 5
64
{12321, 34564321, 43254321, 43264321}
{32132, 32432, 456432}
{543, 643, 21323}
{1234, 3234, 4354, 4364, 4564}
{432345, 543645, 32132345}
  

 
2 3 4 5 6
1
4   

 
2 3 4 5 6
1
4 4
{1432341, 23243541, 415436541}
{324325432, 54165432}
{341543, 323}
{43234, 4154}
{432345, 415465}
{54323456, 65413456, 32341323456}
 
 


	
	
3 1
4 6
5
2
4
 
 


	
	
3 1
4 6
5
2
44
{54321, 161}
{21612, 5432}
{3243, 16543, 56123}
 
 



5 6
4 23
1
{1341, 1251}
{14512, 13612}
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 
 
 

5 6
4 3
2 1
{45621, 54321, 123621, 3243621, 6235621}
{4562, 2132}
{213243, 5623}
{4354, 6234, 12654}
   



1 2 3
4
6
5 4   



1 2 3
4
6
5
{356321, 2346321, 12345321}
{321432, 35632}
{3453, 3263}
{2132534, 432634}
Rank 7 (3 graphs)
     

2 3 4 5 6 7
1
4
{5413243541, 5676541}
{4354165432, 23456765432, 6576541765432}
{45676543, 413243}
{67654, 324134, 543654}
{541345, 56765}
{6576576, 5413456}
{32435465767, 654134567}

 
 
 


5
6 7
4 3
2 1
{432543721, 217236721}
{45672, 2132}
{213243, 56723}
{4354, 67234, 127654}
{12765, 72345, 435465}
    
 
2 3 4 5 6
1 7
{3457341, 5436541, 14327341, 413243541}
{543654732, 23415432}
{341543, 3273}
{341734, 324354}
{4327345, 415465}
{34173456, 4325413456, 6543273456}
{543265437, 73415437}
Rank 8 (4 graphs)
      

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
4
{5413243541, 567876541}
{14354165432, 2345678765432, 5436541765432, 8765418765432}
{4567876543, 413243}
{324134, 543654, 6787654}
{5678765, 541345}
{5413456, 67876}
{654134567, 7687687}
{3243546576878, 76541345678}
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 
 
  

1 2
3 4 5
678
{7654321, 213243821, 432543821, 768237821}
{321432, 56782}
{321823, 76543}
{78234, 543654, 1287654}
{128765, 435465, 782345}
{123456, 432876, 765876}
{7687, 543287, 1234567}
{654328, 218278}
     
 
2 3 4 5 6 7
1 8
{65432765431, 1345685431}
{34568543, 3123}
{456854, 431234}
{312345, 435465, 657685}
{543123456, 567856}
{3243548567, 765431234567, 4315436548567}
{4567854658, 43123458}
     


1 2 3 4 5 6
7
8
{5436541, 5437541, 14567541}
{41324354154175432, 2345675432, 4354165432}
{4567543, 413243}
{456754, 4134}
{435465, 415475}
{324354756, 65413456}
Rank 9 (4 graphs)
       

4
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
{56789876541, 5413243541}
{34567898765432, 541324354165432, 987654198765432}
{413243, 1435416543, 6789876543}
{324134, 65437654, 78987654}
{541345, 32435465, 67898765}
{65413456, 6789876}
{78987, 54657687, 324134567, 654134567, 879876987}
{8798798, 234567898, 987698798, 6541345678}
{324354657687989, 8765413456789}
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       
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
{154651765487651, 154326514354651}
{15465176548765198765432, 154326514354651765432}
{6547651876543, 51435465176543, 87654329876543}
{432514354, 1546517654, 7654387654}
{435465, 654765, 32435145, 76518765}
{516576, 43546576, 87659876, 324351456, 543651456, 654765876}
{15436514567, 324354657687, 651765876987}
{32435465768798, 43254365145678, 514565145768798, 516543765145678,
765438765145678}
{651432543651456789, 765432876543987651456789, 4351456514325437651456789,
5143546517654387651456789, 6547651876543987651456789}

 
  
 



 126
5 4 3
987
{45678921, 87654321, 213243921, 219238921, 432543921, 879238921}
{567892, 321432}
{876543, 321923}
{21324354, 6789234}
{435465, 1298765, 7892345}
{546576, 8923456, 21329876}
      

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 9
{7654318765432, 234567965432}
{456796543, 312343123}
{45679654, 431234}
{54312345, 567965}
{546576, 768796, 43123456}
{678967, 431234567, 9654765967}
{96547659678, 314354659678, 324354659678, 5436547659678, 87654312345678}
{5678965769, 5431234569}
Rank 10 (3 graphs in 2 families)
        
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
        
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
4
{7654328765439876541, 143254134565413243541, 341543654176543876541}
{143254134565413243541765432, 7654328765439876541098765432,
34154365417654387654198765432}
{765432876543, 3241345413243, 8765419876543, 341543654176543}
{324134, 987654, 65437654, 413454134, 432543654, 7654187654}
{098765, 1432541345, 8765498765, 143541654765, 654176548765}
{09876, 87659876, 541654765876, 4134541346576, 341543265413456}
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{413454134657687, 543654765876987, 654327654134567, 7654876598760987,
23415432654134567}
{32435465768798, 234154326541345678, 541654765876987098,
543654765876987098, 765432876541345678, 5413456541345768798,
5416543276541345678}
{76541876543298765413456789, 541324354165432765413456789,
876541345678987654134567809}
{41345413465413243765418765432987654134567890,
341543654176543876541987654320987654134567890,
3415432654134567654132435416543287654134567890,
6543276541345678765413243541654327654134567890}
       
 0
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1
{876543298765431, 13456780765431}
{3123, 54326543, 678076543, 6543176543, 8798076543}
{4567807654, 431234}
{56780765, 54312345}
{678076, 87659876, 543123456}
{657607, 876987, 879807, 31234567, 34567807, 54657687}
{789078, 4312345678, 5465768798, 0765876078}
{31435465760789, 32435465760789, 678907658760789, 876543123456789}
{654312345670, 6789076870}
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